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1.

The centre line of the body when assuming the stance
The centre line of a body at the time of assuming the stance
is very important. This centre line of the body comes under continuous movement while the bow is being drawn.
Even at the time of extending the body to complete the
shot a lot of influence is exerted and the line may deviate
from the vertical. The archer should be particularly careful to maintain the vertical position.

Stance

Stance is one of the most basic poses of an archer. Many
changes come into being in the angles of the entire body
which relate to the basic form of the stance. Some small
changes may need to be introduced to be in accordance
with an archer’s physical shape of the body and the characteristics of the pose. However, it is most important for
an archer to master an accurate and basic square stance
when they are in the beginning stages. Once the archer
moves on to the improving stage it is better for them to
choose the stance that suits their body structure and
them as an individual.

Width of stance (placement of the feet)

The square stance

To accomplish a good comfortable and stable stance
there maybe some areas that need to be considered in accordance with an archer’s weight, height, and the form of
the stance. As for the width of stance, it is good for the
archer to have the feet placed equal to, or just a little wider
than the width of the shoulders.

A beginner should be able to easily master the square
stance. They can easily maintain a fixed body angle and
centre line of the body. Once the archer has mastered the
square stance and is moving on to the improving stage
it is better for them to choose the stance that suits their
body structure and them as an individual.

The open stance
When using the open stance it is good for the archer to
broaden the width of the feet to be in line with the shoulders. If the direction of the waist is on the same line as the
feet, the position of the bow shoulder is pushed backward
making it difficult to maintain the power at full draw.
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10. Producing the proper arrangement and alignment of
the lower body and the upper body.

The accurate position of the bow arm, and arm rotation

In case archers exceed more than 30 degrees the body
weight is slanting forward  and so the balance of power over the two feet becomes unsatisfactory, When the
twisting of waist is too strong, the flexibility of the body
comes to disappear and archers come to feel tension in
the upper body.
Also movement takes place in the waist causing the
bow shoulder and arm to shake making it impossible to
produce a good shot.
The open stance, if done correctly can have an advantage in which the archer can have a feeling of stability in
windy conditions.

2.

Setup

Setup is a preliminary action before drawing the string
and which affects many movements and conditions. Taking an accurate setup stance will help the body produce
the correct stance at full draw.

The principle of the stance for producing a correct
setup
1. The correct position of the bow arm, and arm rotation.
2. An accurate positioning and fixing of the bow arm
shoulder.
3. The correct height of the bow arm.
4. Maintaining the accurate body centre and alignment
at the time of the setup.
5. Maintaining an accurate angle at the time of the setup.
6. Choosing the accurate position of the nape of the neck
at the time of the setup.
7. Accurate breathing at the time of the setup.
8. Maintaining the flexibility of the joint of the drawing
arm, also maintaining the angle.
9. Establishing the accurate balance of power between
the drawing arm and bow arm.

The form of the bow arm is very important when pushing
the bow at the time of the setup. An archer should rotate
the bow arm extending the bow forward and lightly inward. In the case of the beginner, and effective practice
routine is to lean the bow hand against a wall, or a similar
fixed item. The shoulder of the bow arm can be fixed at an
accurate location, but only when the bow arm is rotated
inwardly. With this practice no change will occur in the
shoulder position at the time of extending and a clean release can be produced.
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The fixing of the accurate position of the bow arm
shoulder
An archer should maintain the position of the bow shoulder produced at the time of the setup, then gently lower
the direction of force during the draw. In this way they
come to prevent the rising of the shoulder during the
draw.

Note: Some Coaches recommend getting the Centre
of Gravity a little towards the toes, either by canting the
entire body frontward or by canting the top body from
hips.
If this centre line is not positioned correctly a change
will occur to this line when the archer draws the bow.

The accurate height and position of the drawing arm
The best height of the arm drawing the bow is somewhere
between the eyes and lips (this must be defined personally by each individual archer). In this way an archer comes
to maintain the height of the elbow when drawing a bow.
This will also help to make the bow seem easier pull as
the draw travels in the lower direction from the slightly
higher original position. This will help to maintain the
alignment of the arm drawing the bow, the arrow and the
elbow, and keep a horizontal draw force line.

Maintaining the correct centre of gravity of the body
at the time of the setup
When drawing a bow the archer should place the centre
of gravity of the body over the centre of both legs i.e. if
the centre line of the body was continued down to the
ground this line would fall directly central to the position
where the feet are placed on the ground.

Maintaining the correct angle of the body at the time
of the setup
When drawing a bow the archer should place the centre
of gravity of the upper body at the centre of both legs, i.e.
at the centre of gravity of the whole body. If this is not
maintained while the archer draws the bow the body will
lean and this will cause a change to the body’s centre of
gravity.
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Breathing at the time of the setup
With respect to breathing, an archer may as well maintain natural state. However, at this time, respiratory tract
should remain opened.
The choice of the accurate position of the nape of the
neck: at the time of the setup.
The archer should properly face toward the target at
the time of the setup. Many inconsistencies will occur,
i.e. with the anchor (draw reference point), depending on
the position of the nape of the neck that is chosen at the
time of the setup.
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coming to full draw and it is imperative to keep these to
a minimum.

The flexibility of the wrist of the drawing arm, and
producing a consistent angle
The wrist of the hand drawing the string should always stay
relaxed at the time of drawing the bow, and the straight
line with the arrow should be maintained throughout the
process of drawing the bow.

The correct balance between the drawing hand and
bow hand
When drawing the bow it is better that the archer feels a
balance of power of 50% on each of the drawing hand and
pushing hand at the time of the setup. This will help in
developing a technique of extending later.

Hooking (Placing the fingers on the string)
Hooking (placing the fingers on the string) is an action
that should be undertaken carefully and correctly. The
finger tab should be correctly placed on the fingers and
the string should be correctly positioned on the finger
tab. If this is not done correctly many inconsistencies in
the archers stance, including full draw and extending etc.
can be affected and depend on the position in which the
fingers and tab are placed on the string. If an archer has
developed an incorrect finger position on the string it will
be very difficult to rectify this mistake, therefore an archer
should undertake to perfect this process without letting
any errors develop.

3.

The proper arrangement of the lower body and the
upper body
The upper body and the hips should stay fixed during
the time of the setup. If the relationship between the upper body and hips changes at this time it will effect many
areas during the draw, or even, when at full draw. The
archer’s body position goes through many changes when

The basic principle of hooking (Placing the
fingers on the string)

1. The position of the string which is placed on the fingers should be constant and a fixed location.
2. The distribution of the force on the fingers should remain constant at all times.
3. No force or strain should be felt on the joints of the
fingers; they should remain soft and relaxed.
4. The wrist joint should be relaxed and no force should
be applied to it.
5. The direction of force on the fingers should be constant and in the direction of the force of the bow.
6. When a bow is fully drawn and the hand reaches the
anchor point (draw length reference point) the string
may now be hung on the first joint of the fingers.
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7. There will be a small difference in the position when
the string is placed on the fingers; this is dependant on
the length of the fingers of each individual archer.
8. An archer should choose a finger tab which is most
suitable for the size and form of their fingers and
which is comfortable to wear.
9. The direction of force at full draw should be in a
straight line – from the tip of the drawing arm elbow,
through the wrist and fingers on the string to the pressure point on the bow, this is known as the draw force
line (DFL).
10. No tension should enter the thumb or little finger and
they should remain relaxed at all times.

The position in which a string is placed on the fingers
The position where the string is placed on the fingers may
well be on the first joint of the fingers. The prepared position of the fingers on the string prior to drawing the string
may be well behind the first joint but when the drawing
hand reaches the anchor (draw reference point) the string
may now be in the first joint on the fingers. To achieve
this string location at full draw it may be necessary, while
at the prepared position, to position the string a little further down the fingers than the first joint.

The distribution of the force on the fingers
The distribution of the force of the three fingers placed
on the string should be naturally implemented. It will be
very strenuous to consciously distribute this force and it
will be difficult to effect natural release. Various inconsistencies within the stance can be caused by inconsistencies
in the placement of the fingers on the string; this is caused
by the change in force which is applied to the fingers that
has taken place. If an archer masters the stance the distribution of force on the fingers will be realized naturally.

The elbow of the drawing arm and the height of the
arrow
If the elbow of the drawing arm rises too high above the
line of the arrow, the optimum line is just above the line
of the arrow, the force on the fingers is inclined toward
the ring finger (third finger). In the case of the elbow being inclined downward, lower than the arrow line, the
force will fall onto the middle and third finger. The correct height of the drawing elbow is essential and will be
helpful in producing the correct distribution of force on
the fingers.

Placing the string on the drawing hand fingers
If the string is positioned too far along the fingers the
force comes to be directed toward the ring finger, which
forces the ring finger to press strongly on the string. This
action makes it difficult to execute a clean release.

If the string is placed here it is too far along the fingers.
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The ration of force

The use of a finger tab

There should be very little difference in the ratio of force
on the three fingers when drawing the bow, there will,
however, be some differences which are dependant on
the bone structure of the archer’s hand and fingers. On
average, slightly more force is applied to the middle finger; the next is the ring (third) finger and then the index
finger.

The finger tab can significantly affect an archer’s performance, this all depends on the quality, the material and
form, and they all can affect the archer’s control. There
have been cases where fingers have been injured because
of an ill fitting or damaged finger tab. The material of
finger tabs should be consistent and efficient, even if it
is used for a long time. The archer should also choose a
material that does not change in quality during inclement
weather. Also, if the archer uses a multi layer tab it can
help to reduce the possibility of injury to the fingers.

The joints of the fingers and wrist
If tension is applied to the joints of the fingers and/or
wrist stopping them from being relaxed and in a natural
line, the force line of drawing the string does not reach the
back muscles which restricts the action of extending the
body into the shot. Also, if the tension is excessive in the
fingers and wrist the distribution of force is not even and
the direction of force cannot be accurately performed.

Placing the drawing fingers on the string
The fingers drawing the string should not put undue
prssure onto the nock of the arrow. The middle finger
should not touch or raise the nock as this would force the
nock into a false position and cause inconsistencies in the
arrow pattern on the target. The top finger should softly
touch the top of the nock when the archer has come to
the full draw and reached the anchor point (Draw reference point).

Too tensed string hand.

The direction of the force on the fingers
The direction of force on the fingers from the time of
drawing the string to the process of releasing is very important. The muscle tension required to keep the fingers
of the drawing hand on the string should be just sufficient
to maintain control of the string. The position and action
of the elbow has a direct bearing on the action, and reaction, of the bow. If when at full draw the string is too far
down the fingers all the force is focused on the fingers,
and; If too much tension is used it will be difficult to execute a clean release.

4. The Grip (hand position on the bow)
The position of the grip is the most central position of a
bow; this and the hand pressure on it exerts a great deal of
effect on the direction in which the bow moves at the time
of the shot. The entire force of a bow, i.e. the upward and
downward balance, is in accordance with the direction of
force and the position of the bow hand and its contact
with the bow grip. In particular, as a clicker (draw length
check) is introduced, a lot of changes occur in the direction of force at the time of extending the draw force line
to complete the shot. Therefore, an archer should master
the accurate hand position on the bow grip which is compatible with their physique and stance.
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The basic principles of the hand position and bow
grip
1. The hand position on the bow grip should become a
constant and natural position for every shot.
2. The direction of force of the hand pushing the bow
grip should not be biased up, down or left or right but
directly forward and on the centre of the bow grip.
3. The archer should feel a natural and comfortable hand
position on the bow grip, they should also feel, and
keep, the stability in the shoulder bow and arm as the
body is extended to complete the shot.
4. There should be little or no force exerted on, or by, the
fingers of the bow hand as the pressure is increased on
the bow grip to complete the shot.
5. There should be no change in the direction of the force
on the bow grip at the time of extending.
6. The hand position on the bow grip should not slip to
either the left or right at the time of extending.
7. The fingers of the bow hand, once set, should not
move during the time of extending.

The position and condition of a stabilized bow hand
1 The archer should be able to feel the most comfortable
hand position when they draw their bow.
2. The archer should feel and sense the central part of the
hand as it contacts the central part of the bow grip.
3. There should be no force exerted on the wrist which
jeopardises the bow hand position on the bow grip
4. When the archer draws a bow they should have a natural sense of feeling with the bow hand and shoulder
line.

The form of the fingers of the bow hand
Archers should let the thumb and forefinger bend in a
way that is natural to them. If archers unfold their thumb
and forefinger the muscles of the centre of the fingers become unnatural and unwanted force may be introduced
to the wrist. It also is advisable for all the other fingers to
be relaxed and maintain a natural state whilst executing
the shot.

The height of the bow grip
The height of the bow grip can differ from bow manufacturer to bow manufacturer or from model to model.
Therefore, archers should choose a height of bow grip
that suits their hand, bone structure and shooting form.
Whilst the archer draws the bow and the hand pressure
increases on the bow grip the force of the hand should be
in the lateral centre of the bow grip and at place lower than
the vertical centre of the bow grip. At this time, the direction of force should not move up or be inclined to the left
or right. Whilst in the early stages it may be worthwhile
placing/attaching something to the bow grip to help the
archer locate a constant position for their hand, it should
be positioned to suit their individual style.

The direction of hand pressure on the bow grip
A great variety of changes can take place, many of which
are dependant on the direction of pressure the bow hand
exerts on the bow grip. The direction of this pressure
influences the right and left position of an arrow when
aimed at the target. The consistency of this pressure location is very important because even a small change can
have an effect, it may even cause changes occur to, the
DFL (draw force line) i.e. the bow grip, bow arm, the arrow, and drawing arm.
1. The direction of the force should be placed between
the thumb and forefinger and this central part should
be placed in the centre of the grip of the bow.
2. The hand being placed on the centre of the bow grip
should be placed there gently and in precisely the same
position each time.
3. The thumb and forefinger of the bow hand find their
own position naturally which is usually directed
slightly inward. At this time, the thumb and forefinger
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should face slightly forward and the force exerted by
the pressure of the bow should result in them slightly
coming together. The division of force on the thumb
and finger should be equal at 50%.

The use of a bow sling

The palm on the bow grip
The left part of the palm (A) on the bow hand should
not touch the grip part of the bow. The palm should
face the ground. In situations where the palm becomes
vertical i.e. the same plane as the bow, archers cannot
turn the bow arm inward which results in the arm and
shoulder not being located correctly, and it is difficult to
achieve a good angle in the full draw position. With the
direction of the hand located on the grip being inclined
to the left, it forces the centre line of the body to be inclined backward.

The centre of the bow grip should always be the pushing pressure contact point. If the Bow hand slides up the
grip during the draw the bone of the palm (B) becomes
the pushing pressure contact point. As this is lower than
the centre of the grip undesirable changes to the archers
form and movement of the bow will occur at the time
of shooting.

Getting a beginner to use a bow sling is very important.
If a beginner does not use a bow sling they become
to develop the habit of holding the bow with the bow
hand. This is not a good habit and should be discouraged. When the beginner takes hold of a bow unwanted
forces are introduced into the muscles and they start to
energise, when this happens movement occurs in the
bow arm. Therefore, from the outset, a beginner should
use a bow sling so that they can maintain the direction
of force which pushes on the central part of the bow grip
with the bow hand.

Kinds of bow sling
There are various kinds of bow slings; however, we give
the preference to the finger sling. The reason is that
when using a wrist sling the bow movement can be excessive, and the bow moves up and down, and right and
left at the time of shooting. However, when a finger sling
is being used the grip pushing a bow can face the centre
of a target, and the archer can have a feeling in which the
bow and bow arm extend freely toward the target at the
moment of the shot. The finger sling should be placed
between the forefinger and the thumb. If the archer
places the finger sling between a middle finger and the
thumb the direction of the face of the palm on the bow
hand changes at the time of shooting, this would cause a
change in the direction of the force of the pushing bow
arm.
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5.

The action drawing the bow

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

Drawing speed.
Drawing direction.
Drawing balance.
Body stance at the time of drawing.
The movement of the centre of gravity at the time of
drawing.

5.1 Drawing speed
When drawing the bow, the archer should draw it evenly and slowly. If the bow is drawn too suddenly and at a
speed that is unnaturally fast unwanted force enters the
muscles and the body becomes rather rigid. The speed of
drawing a bow should become a natural feeling and compatible to the feeling when taking up the original stance.
This speed should be where the archer can control the
sense and feeling within the muscles. The entire motion
of drawing a bow should be fully controlled and realised
in a rhythmic action.

5.2 Drawing direction
The line of force and line of direction at the time of the
setup should be maintained. The direction of the drawing hand should not move either up or down when
drawing the bow. Neither should the drawing hand
wander into or away from the bow arm during its travel
when drawing the bow. The line and direction of force
should be; from the centre of the target, through the
bow hand to the drawing hand. This line should not deviate up, down, left or right during the action of drawing
the bow.
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5.3 Drawing balance

6.

When drawing a bow a 50% balance should be maintained
between the drawing arm and the pushing arm.

The anchor (draw reference point) is the most important
of all the basic skills. The reason for this is the anchor is
the central position of the “pushing” and “pulling” points
when in the full draw position. Depending upon the positions and methods of the individual archer’s stance, (various stances are influenced in many ways), they should
master the method of reproducing an accurate anchor position right from the start when learning archery.
6.1 An archer should perform the anchoring action by
using the elbow, rather than using the muscles of the
arm to draw the string hand to the chin. If an archer
performs the anchoring action without using the elbow, force will enter the wrist, and a stable anchoring
position will not be achieved.

50

50

5.4 Body stance at the time of drawing
1. You should make sure that when drawing a bow the
shoulder of the bow arm does not raise up.
2. You should not bend your body at the waist.
3. When drawing a bow you must maintain the original
body stance where the upper and lower body are in
line.

The Anchor (Draw reference point)

The movement of the centre of gravity at the time of
drawing
If there is a change in the centre of gravity due to an incorrect body alignment at the time of setup, the whole body
centre of gravity will be in error when the bow is drawn.
The height of the anchoring elbow.

6.2 The elbow should be higher than the horizontal line
of the arrow then the drawing hand can be completely
fixed in the correct, predetermined, location on the
jawbone. However, caution should be taken if the
third finger is short and not getting a good position on
the string, it will be possible for this finger, or even the
whole hand to slip from the string.

Note: Some Coaches recommend getting the Centre of
Gravity a little towards the toes, either by canting the entire body frontward or by canting the top body from hips.
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The position of anchoring.

7.1 The correct body stance at full draw

6.3 The string may be located a little to the outside of the
face rather than at the centre of the chin. However, at
this time the string should be positioned at the centre of the nose. If the string is positioned to the right
(for a right handed archer) and away from the centre
of the nose, the string could be seen aligned out of the
internal jaw of the sight window of the riser (requiring another head orientation). However, when at full
draw, anchoring slightly to the side of the jawbone will
help produce a good release due to a better “draw force
line”.

When at full draw it is important to stand erect and that
the body is straight.

The drawing hand in the anchoring position.

If the body is leaning or bent at this time, as in the picture
below, the pushing arm shoulder will have a tendency to
rise. In such a case the pushing arm, arrow and drawing
arm will not be in a vertical line but will lean at a similar
angle to that which the body has adopted.

6.4 When the drawing hand is in the predetermined anchoring position and the string is located at the jaw, the
archer should continue pushing with the bow-hand.
While performing the extending motion, the location
of the string on the face should be maintained, this
will help to produce a good release when the clicker
activates and reduces the likelihood of making a poor
release.

7. Full Draw
Having a good body position at full draw is the most important element of making a good shot. The angles of the body
can vary in accordance with many physical characteristics
of the archer. Therefore, there can be minor differences in
the basic techniques in accordance with each archer’s physique when taking up the correct angle when at full draw.
The stance when at full draw is very important as it is the
final stance before loosing the arrow. After the archer has
mastered adopting the correct stance at full draw the archer
should begin to train and perfect the release.

7.2 The full draw position as seen from the front
The centre of the grip of the bow hand, the position of the
anchored hand and the elbow of the drawing arm should
all be in a straight line. The elbow of the drawing arm
should be at a higher plane than the line of the arrow, and
the shoulder of the pushing arm should be lower than the
line of the arrow. If at this time the shoulder of the pushing arm is higher than the line of the arrow it will be difficult to use back tension, and the shoulder will continue
to rise during the extending phase.
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7.3 The position of full draw as seen from above.
When in this position it is good to for the shoulders to
be parallel with the line of the arrow, see picture below.
When in this stance the arrow should be in close to the
body. It is important to have a straight line from the
grip of the pushing arm through the fingers of the drawing hand to the elbow of the drawing arm. At this time
though, it will be acceptable for the drawing arm elbow
to be positioned a little behind straight drawing line. The
upper body should be central and vertical to the stance, if
it is not positioned in this way the centre of gravity of the
body will move at the time of extending causing inconsistencies to the shot.
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7.5 The inclining of the bow at full draw.
At the time of full draw the bow should be vertical and not
canted left or right. The position of the string and the direction of arrow flight will be different if the bow is canted
at the time of aiming and loosing. This is usually caused
by the upper body leaning one way or the other taking the
bow to a similar angle to that the body has taken up, so
special attention is needed to ensure the stance and body
position is correct before completing the shot.

7.6 The inclining of the body at full draw.
7.4 The position of full draw as seen from behind.
The drawing shoulder blade should be lower that the
pushing shoulder blade at the time of full draw, see picture
below. The shoulder of the pushing arm should maintain
the pushing state while the drawing shoulder continues
a strong drawing action. Performing this action will develop the correct balance and back tension, and develop a
good release at the time of extending.

If the centre line of the body is leaning or inclined at the
time of full draw, the archer will have difficulty in effecting a perfect shot. An archer should develop a vertical and
proper centre line as they come to full draw and maintain
this line through the time of extending and releasing.
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8.2 Methods of using a clicker.
8.2.1 The method of looking at the arrow point
whilst the archer is drawing the arrow.

Good

Not good

Note: Some Coaches recommend getting the Centre of
Gravity a little towards the toes, either by canting the
entire body frontward or by canting the top body from
hips.

8.

Extending

Once the archer has mastered the basic skills of shooting,
the archer should then master the skill of using a clicker.
It is very important that an intermediate archer learns
how to use and control the operation of the clicker correctly. Accurate balance, correct use of the muscles and
the steadiness of extending are very important.
Perfecting the basic stance is essential before moving on to mastering the method of accurate extending,
the archer should have a good foundation in the stance if
they are to master the art of producing a good technique
in extending.
The time of using a clicker and the important points
before using a clicker.
An archer should not start using a clicker until they
have completely mastered consistency in the art of producing the basic stance.
The release should be correctly mastered before using
a clicker, if it is not, it is very difficult to correct a bad release after introducing a clicker.
An archer should have sufficient power to be able to
draw the bow comfortably and efficiently. If the bow is
too powerful for the archer they tend to complete the extending action by using the fingers of the drawing hand,
or by introducing unnecessary use of other muscles.
The archer should be correctly measured for the arrow
that they will be using with the clicker. The length of the arrow should be measured when the archer has drawn the bow
correctly and whilst the archer is in the full draw position.

3 to 5 mm

• The archer watches the arrow point whilst drawing the
bow until it is approximately 3 to 5 millimetres from
the front of the clicker.
• Whilst keeping an eye on the clicker the archer should
also make sure that the sight pin is positioned on the
centre of the target. The archer should also be cautious at this time and not let the arrow pass through
the clicker until they are totally ready.
• Whilst maintaining the sight pin on the centre of the
target the archer should be extending continuously.
• When the arrow point activates the clicker the archer
commences the release, this should not be delayed but
should be completed in a natural and relaxed action.
Strong points: The archer comes to full draw being aware
of the arrow point and clicker relationship. In particular
they see the arrow point nearing the position of activating
the clicker which develops a fixed draw length and helps
producing a constant extending time.
Weak points: When the archer comes to full draw and
their vision moves from the arrow point to the sight pin,
a phenomenon occurs where full draw pressure is relaxed
and the arrow creeps slightly forward. To counter this, the
archer must actively continue the extending action in a
continuous motion.

8.2.2 The method of drawing the bow without looking at the arrow.
The archer should select the correct length arrow before
using this method. To determine this, the archer should
close the eyes and come to full draw; the arrow length can
then be measured when the archer is extending comfortably. This should be practiced several times to ensure the
correct arrow length is obtained.
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The archer draws the bow until the arrow is approximately 3 to 5 millimetres from activating the clicker, at
this point the emphasis is to concentrate on aiming at the
centre of the target.
The archer continues the act of extending while maintaining the concentration of aiming at the centre of the
target.
Strong points: The archer can easily feel their own
senses, and the continuous action of extending can be
easily performed.
Weak points: An inconsistent draw length may occur
as a result of the archer’s physical condition; even the climate or wind conditions may influence the archer’s ability to achieve a regular and constant draw length.
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8.4 The direction of extending
The direction of extending should remain constant at all
times. The pushing arm should correctly push from the
pivot point of the arm, and the elbow of the drawing arm
should maintain a direct line of movement in the opposite direction.

8.2.3 The method of effective mastering the use of a
clicker.
When first using a clicker the archer should start by
watching the arrow point. When the archer has mastered
this method and the draw length becomes constant, as a
next step, it will be more effective to select the method of
using a clicker without looking at the arrow point.
8.2.4 In the case of young archers, and depending on
their age and height, their draw length should be checked
regularly, possibly every 3 to 6 months. Their height, arm
length and shoulder width may all change at differing
times but they can all have a bearing on their draw length.
Their arrows should be kept long to allow for this change
in their physique and possible draw length.

8.5 The areas to be cautious of at the time of extending
• An archer should not execute the extending action by
using the fingers

8.3 The balance of extending
Producing a good balance of power at the time of extending is a very important archers’ skill.
The distribution of the power of pushing, and drawing, should always be constant. In the case of beginners,
it is good to produce a ratio of 50% pushing and 50%
drawing. Depending on the individual archer there will
be a small difference in the distribution of this power;
however, it is important that no matter how small this
difference is it should remain constant. Care should be
taken that the distribution of power at the time of extending remains constant, even if the time of extending
varies. This is because the distribution of power is constant when the extending time is short, but the balance
of power may change when the extending time becomes
a little long.

t
• No change should take place in the position of the anchor at the time of extending.
• All fingers should stay on the tab and not slip off at the
time of extending.
• The drawing elbow should not be lowered at the time
of extending.
• The shoulder of the pushing arm should not move upward at the time of extending.
• The pushing hand on the bow grip should not move
to the left or right at the time of extending.
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• The wrist of the pushing bow arm should not move
upward at the time of extending.
• No change should take place in the location of the
string at the time of extending.
• The bow should be vertical and not inclined left or
right at the time of extending.
• No change should occur in the balance of the pulling
and drawing power at the time of extending.
• No change should occur in the direction of power at
the time of extending.
• No change should take place in the centre line or centre of gravity of the body at the time of extending.

9.

The release

It is essential that the archer develops and masters the release either in the beginning or intermediate stage of their
training, as it is very difficult to correct the release later. In
particular it is essential that the archer masters the release
before using a clicker as they can concentrate on, and
master, the release before having to control the clicker
as well. However, once the archer begins to use a clicker
they tend to concentrate on this and neglect the action
and motion of the release. This sometimes gives rise to
the archer making a false release by consciously opening
of the fingers. The release should be natural and follow
the line of power that the archer developed before being
introduced to the clicker. The position where the release
begins should be at the end of the action of coming to
full draw and at the beginning of when the extending action is being performed. If there is any deviation from this
place where the release begins errors will be introduced
into the performance of the shot, and the inconsistencies
introduced will degrade the efficiency of the shot.

9.1 The direction of the release
The direction of the release should follow the line from
the back of the arrow and along the power line which is
just under and along the jaw bone. If at the moment of release the fingers deviate from this line, either into or away
from the jaw, the fingers will leave the string in a false location forcing the arrow to deviate from the correct line
of flight.

9.2 The speed of release
The speed of the fingers releasing the string is very important. The relationship of time when the clicker falls from
the arrow point to the moment of the release is also very
important. It is found that if there is a delay this is the
moment where most of the mistakes take place. It is important that the release is perfected so that the time and
speed of the release stay uniform and constant.

9.3 The distance of finger travel during the release
The distance of finger travel during the release should always be constant. It is not necessary for the distance of
travel to be any further than from the position of the fingers at the anchor (draw reference point) to just below
the ear. If the distance of travel is too short it is possible
for the releasing hand fingers to be drawn forward producing a forward loose, and if the travel is too far it can
produce a sudden unwanted body movement.

9.4 The use of the back muscles at the time of the release
The archer should have a controlled release at the time
of extending while maintaining the power and pressure
across the back muscles. In order to achieve a good release, the power at the drawing arm elbow should be
maintained whilst the release is being performed. If ten-
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sion enters the drawing fingers at the time of extending
the release will be a false one and not controlled or efficient.

9.5 The form of the fingers at the time of the release
There should be no increase in tension of the fingers of
the drawing hand to help effect the release. It is important
that the muscle power controlling the fingers of the drawing hand should just be relaxed at the time of the release,
and the fingers should remain relaxed during the followthrough.

9.6 The inspection of the finger tab
Archers should regularly inspect the surface of the finger
tab for wear; this is to ensure the release stays constant
and efficient. This can also show the area of finger pressure on the tab and the line the string takes across it, and
it can give an indication on the state the release. This will
be evident by the wear pattern – whether it is wearing
evenly or partially in a particular area.

10. Follow Through
Maintaining the stance after the release is very important;
not only the stance, but also the form, the visual, mental
and breathing activities. The archer’s mental preparation
and thoughts of executing a good follow through will help
in producing a good release, this has the added benefit of
helping to execute and perfect the process of extending.
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on the string, to the point of the elbow of the drawing
arm.

10.2 Maintaining the vertical centre line of the body
During the action of the release and follow through the
archer must maintain the vertical line of the body. If the
body deviates from this central line the body will shake
at the time of release and unwanted movement will be
introduced.

10.3 Sustaining the use of the back muscles.
The muscles of the back should not be relaxed rapidly at
the time of the release. Errors during the completion of
the shot may occur but can be prevented when the back
muscles are able to continue their operation during the
release and follow through. This will also help the archer
to perform a good shot whilst in a stress situation.

10.4 Maintaining an accurate balance
An archer should establish and maintain an accurate balance during the time of the release and completion of the
shot. If this balance is not maintained it is likely that the
pushing arm will shake or the drawing hand becomes unsteady and the shot being performed will not be fully efficient.

11. Breathing
Breathing
The best method of breathing when shooting a bow is the
archers own natural pattern. However, it is the timing of
breathing in and of breathing out that has to be controlled. It is recommended to develop a breathing sequence
to be applied in parallel of the technical (movement) sequence and the visual sequence.

11.1 Set

10.1 Maintaining the direction of power.
During the process of release and follow through the
drawing hand should continue along the line of power
that was set-up during the extending procedure. This
line is from the pressure point on the bow pushing hand,
through the drawing hand fingers where they are located

This is the time when the archer is going through their
preparation routine for drawing the bow. During this
time the archer is breathing naturally and in their normally way. However, during this time of the shot the
archer may become tense, their pulse rate increases and
their breathing becomes irregular. At this time the archer should endeavour to maintain their regular breathing
pattern.

11.2 Setup
The archer should breathe in during the time of setup but
slightly differently from their normal way of breathing. If
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at this time the archer breathes letting their chest expand
when they breathe in, the chest expansion causes the upper body to incline backward. Therefore, the breathing
should be controlled by the abdomen–breathing at approximately 70 to 80% capacity; this will leave the upper
body stable and unaffected by the breathing action.

11.3 Drawing
At the time of setup the string would have been drawn to
approximately 70 to 80% of the full travel, (this point can
be different for each individual archer and depends on
their own shooting technique). At this point the archer
breathes out slowly while drawing the string the rest of
the way to the anchor point (draw reference point). By
the time the archer’s drawing hand reaches the anchor
point they should still have 20 to 30% of air left in the
lungs.

11.4 Anchor
The action of breathing is suspended while the archer is in
the anchoring position. This suspended state should continue until the shot is completed although the respiratory
tract should remain open. After the shot has been completed the archer should return to their normal breathing
pattern.

12. Shooting in the wind
12.1 The phenomenon that takes place when shooting
in windy conditions.
12.1.1 The changing location of the arrows landing in
the target.
As the wind intensity and pressure fluctuates the arrow
flight and location it strikes the target will be different
from a shot performed under calm conditions. Even
though the arrow pushed by the wind may hit the same
location, the location the archer aimed the shot and the
position of their body will possibly be different from
shot to shot. Even if the archer shoots each arrow with
the same intensity and power the aiming position will differ from shot to shot. However, in windy conditions, it is
impossible to calculate mathematically where the aiming
point should be to have the arrow strike the centre of the
target. Because the conditions, including the field of play,
will be different for each event the archer should select
the position for their aiming point by comprehensively
analysing the situation as each condition presents itself.

12.1.2 The changes in the flight of an arrow.
During windy conditions the flight of the arrow is different to the flight of the arrow in calm conditions, and these
differences need considering. Especially before the contest begins, this is when archers become very sensitive to
the conditions and possibly become doubtful about their
own ability and uneasy psychologically. Archers should
abandon the thought that only their arrows are affected
by the wind, everybody’s arrows are affected by the wind.
During windy conditions the arrow’s direction and flight
cannot be fully predicted, and so the archer must generate the confidence that they can shoot good shots in the
wind. The direction and balance of correct shooting,
including the follow-through etc. will help guide the arrow to hit the desired location. There are times when an
archer makes a mistake and the arrow, being pushed by
the wind, actually hits the centre of the target. Therefore,
it is important not to be afraid of the wind but accept it
and prepare for it.

12.1.3 The effect the wind has on clothing.
During windy conditions clothing can flutter, particularly
the sleeves; if this is excessive the sleeve may move into
the path of the string causing it, and the arrow, to deviate
from its true path. When the windy conditions are excessive the clothing movement can be extreme and can emit
fluttering sounds, and may cause the archer’s body to
even shiver or tremble, so the archer should be cautious
about the choice of clothing and select the right clothes
for the right conditions, as is done when it is sunny, warm
or raining.

12.1.4 Making a change to the centre of the body.
When the wind condition is extreme, a change occurs
to the centre of gravity. This occurs because the body resists by leaning toward the wind no matter which way it
is coming from. There are occasions when, the power or
direction of the wind may not be constant, and the centre
line of the body shakes or continues to move in accordance with the direction and power of the wind. As this
causes various problems including sighting or holding,
the archer could lower the centre of the body (the lower
abdomen). Though, the archer should be careful when
doing this for the upper body (chest) may float upward at
the time of setup when preparing the stance.
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12.1.5. The direction of the bow arm.
When the conditions are calm or the wind is not blowing,
the arm pushing the bow and the centre of the grip always
corresponds to the centre of the target. However, during
windy conditions, the deviation of moving the bow arm
is not constant and is dependant on the intensity and
direction of the wind, along with, the archer’s ability to
maintain their form during these conditions. At this time
the location of the sight on the target could be floating
around the red/gold area when the arrow activates the
clicker, and the release is made when this movement is
taking place. This could cause the archer to make a mistake which would influence where the arrow lands in the
target because the arm pushing the bow will resist in the
opposite direction of the wind. The power of movement
gradually changes in accordance with the power and direction of the wind causing a collapse in the balance of
holding. The archer is influenced by this change of power
and tends to modify their rhythm and balance to compensate for the disturbance and a poor shot is often produced. The archer being adsorbed in concentrating on
the arrow hitting the centre of the target, often ends up by
throwing the bow arm in an endeavour to force the arrow
back on line.

12.1.6 The change in holding time.
As the method of contest changes, and the time the archer has to shoot their arrows reduces, the whole time of the
shot is reduced. This in turn reduces the time the archer
has for each element of setting up the shot, consequently
the extending time can be significantly reduced. In windy
conditions the extending time naturally increases which
creates problems as it becomes difficult for the archer to
exercise the release in their normal and confident manner. What is most important is that the archer produces a
short and confident extending time after fully mastering
the ability of producing a stable platform.
Remark
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A little
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Uneasy

12.1.7 The change of extending time.
When the clicker is activated in accordance with the
archer’s natural or favourite time their own left and right
balance is accurately accomplished. However, in windy
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conditions the bow arm and body shake, and the holding time, becomes extended and a change in the balance
of extending occurs. This takes place because the archer
activates the clicker differently from their normal time in
order to produce a fast release. Because of this occurrence
the equilibrium of the balance becomes uneven, the distance of extending is reduced and the power of balance
collapses. Therefore, the best way to master shooting in
the wind, even if the extending time has increased, is for
the archer to continue to make sure the original balance
is maintained.

12.1.8 The decrease of physical power.
When the archer tries to resist the wind, the holding
time becomes longer than the archer’s natural time, and
the degree of fatigue of the prime muscles increases.
When this occurs the physical power is reduced and the
archer feels tired. This tiredness will have a direct bearing on the archer’s concentration which will be significantly reduced.

12.1.9 Estimating the distance of “aiming off ” for the
power of the current wind.
During windy conditions the archer becomes apprehensive about where they should aim to get the arrow to land
in the centre of the target. It is difficult for an archer to remember all the peculiarities about the wind along with the
direction and intensity. So they estimate a position where
they should aim their sight by judging the situation of the
wind and conditions for each contest. An archer also develops a “feeling” about the conditions at a contest and
comes to rely on each new “feeling” as they arise. There
are times when an archer actually hits the point where
they placed their sight even when the wind is blowing
quite strongly, and conversely, sometimes the release may
be conducted when the sight is further out from the point
where the archer wished to release the arrow, and still the
arrow lands in the centre of the target. Because of these
problems there are many occasions where an archer loses
their judging ability and competes in the contest without
having any confidence. The wisest way for an archer to
cultivate the habit of making an accurate judgement, of
how far to aim the sight off the centre of the target, is by
believing in their judgement and ability during the contest and to produce strong and powerful shots.
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12.1.10 When the wind is gusting or suddenly begins to blow.
There are archers that do not like shooting in the wind
and become uneasy because of it. The wind can induce an
archer to make mistakes which in turn reduces their overall performance. It is possible that these archers will lose
confidence during a contest and fail because of the wind.
However, the wind also causes other archers, in the contest, to make errors; it is the archer that makes the least errors that wins the contest. Just believe the wind is the goddess of fortune for you. You will find that if you develop
the thought that the wind will be favourable to you, and if
you do not let the wind worry you during normal practice
time and practice in the wind, the uneasiness of shooting
in the wind during a contest will soon be overcome.

12.1.11 When change of team tactics during a team
round contest.
When the wind blows during a team round the archers
must forget what each of the other members in their
team has to do and not become worried as to whether
one of them will make an error due to the wind. The
archers should not give each other any advice about how
far to aim off from the centre of the target as all archers
and equipment perform at different efficiencies, if advice is given this could become counter productive and
cause unnecessary errors. An archer’s observation of the
flight of an arrow and making a judgement about how
far they should “aim off ” from the centre of the target
can be a great help in executing a good shot, but it must
be their own decision without any other archer’s input.
If an archer gives advice but makes an error themselves,
the archer following them will become unclear of where
to aim and will possibly make a similar mistake. In a
team contest the best method of leading a team to success, is for each individual archer to exercise the maximum concentration on their own performance. During
a team round the team coach must also be aware that if
they give a piece of advice, of where to aim, directly to
an archer this could put doubt in their mind. This could
interfere with the archer’s concentration and produce a
reduced performance.
Also, when the wind is blowing the archers in the team
should pay attention to the order of shooting. It is good
practice to decide the order of shooting which will be
most effective; this order may be different when it is windy
to that when the weather is calm. This differing shooting
order should take into consideration all the traits of the

three archers. It is essential to consider all aspects including: the psychological well being, the extending time and
the ability to adapt to the wind etc. of each archer.

12.2 Measuring the archer’s ability to adapt to controlled aiming in the wind.
The coach must know the archer’s ability, method and
habit to adapt to “aiming off ” from the centre of the target
in windy conditions before introducing this procedure.

12.2.1 Ability and consistency of the point of “aiming off ” from the centre of the target during
windy conditions.
In conducting the “aiming off ” sighting procedure there
will be times when the archer will be uneasy or even uncertain, and will make many errors. If an archer makes a
sight change in advance of considering all the elements
the arrow will not land in the centre of the target. Now,
if the archer uses this information and “aims off ” in the
opposite direction by a similar distance that the arrow
landed from the centre of the target, it is likely that the
next arrow will now land in the centre of the target. If the
archer calculates the measurement by changing the direction of the shot i.e. “aiming off ”, the coach can identify the
archer’s problems and can implement a training routine
to remedy the situation.

12.2.2 Considerations regarding how much to “aim
off ” from the centre of the target.
1.
2.

To what extent do you “aim off ”?
Should you “aim off ” for these conditions? If not,
why not?
3. What direction and aiming point would give most
confidence to hit the centre?
4. What is the direction of the wind that you dislike
most?
5. What is the direction of the wind at the time of “aiming off ”?
6. What is the direction of shooting at the time of the
release?
7. What is the archer’s general picture whilst observing
the wind at the time of “aiming off ”?
8. How much is the deviation of distance between the
place the arrow landed in the target and the position
the archer expected the arrow to hit by “aiming off ”?
9. Considering the above situations, the archer may develop a psychological problem when confronted with
a tricky wind condition during competition time.
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12.2.3 Measuring the judgemental ability regarding
the direction of the wind.
During windy conditions, the archer discusses with the
coach the strength of the wind and where they should aim
and release to get their arrow to hit the centre of the target. If the intensity and direction of the wind is calculated
by means of the above method, to a certain degree, the
coach can identify how much deviation and judgemental
ability the archer has and develop this area during their
normal training period.

12.2.4 Observing the archer’s extending time.
If an archer takes note of the direction of holding power,
balance and the change of stance etc. when the holding
time is lengthened as a result of the wind, they can counter many problems. With this knowledge an archer can
prepare for windy conditions through adaptations to their
training routine. When an archer shoots quickly because
of windy conditions it is likely that they will introduce
many errors, this in turn will affect their mental preparation psychologically and make them uneasy. Therefore
the coach should anticipate and identify this condition
advance, and supplement the archer’s training routine by
incorporating and practicing the necessary skills.

12.2.5 Evaluating the psychology of the archer.
A coach needs to know, in detail, the psychological state
an archer when they shoot normally, and any psychological change when they “aim off ” during windy conditions.
This can be done by consultation or by questionnaires.
Some archers may find it difficult to speak about this condition or their method of dealing with it because of their
pride. However, it is imperative that the coach discovers
everything about their archer’s method of “aiming off ”
and the effect this has on them psychologically as this will
become a great help in preparing for the next contest.
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victory or defeat. Therefore, in extreme weather conditions most archers become worried about their performance during such a competition. Archers should change
this concept of thought; this is because no matter how
strong the wind blows the conditions are the same for
all competitors. Most archers who worry about the wind
usually fail in actual competition. If they had trained sufficiently in preparing for the wind they would be able to
adapt to all changing conditions. Only adapting the archer’s training routine, for shooting in the wind, outside of
competition will make the archer confident of shooting in
the wind during a competition. An archer who fails during windy conditions should discuss this with their coach
and together discover the cause for the failure and find a
remedy for the problem. As the wind is natural and not
artificially made it is difficult to anticipate the direction,
power or angle of the wind in advance. Consequently
only a thorough and composite training programme, incorporating these elements, will ensure the archer is fully
prepared for all weather situations when they are encountered during competition.

12.3.1 Training for physical power.
12.3.1a An exercise of repeatedly drawing the bow for a
given set.
During windy conditions the extending time can be
longer than when shooting in calm weather conditions.
Due to this, the main muscles that are used to draw the
bow become tired quite rapidly and the balance and extending power etc. collapses and mistakes begin to be
introduced. Therefore, a training routine for drawing the
bow, including the extending time, should be conducted
by slightly lengthening the time the bow is drawn to that
when shooting in normal conditions. An exercise routine
is outlined below:
Drawing Recess Drawing Recess Drawing Recess Drawing Recess

12.3 Methods of training in preparation to shooting
in the wind.
Archery competition has gone through the double FITA
Round and the Grand FITA Round etc. and many changes have taken place and currently the Olympic Round of
modern times is the favourite. During the past double
FITA Round, there was time for archers to observe the
wind and adapt to it. However, in the present Olympic
Round Team event, the archer shoots only 9 arrows and
in the case of an individual contest the archer shoots 12
arrows, and the wind or rain becomes a decisive factor for
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The archer draws for 7 seconds, then returns to the
state of set-up and repeats the process continuously. If
the archer can practice this for 8 to 12 times their physical power is sufficient, this will become one set. For this
exercise to be effective it will be necessary for this routing
to be practiced 3 to 5 sets a week.
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12.3.1b The drawing of a bow and holding at full draw
in excess of the time for a normal shot.
The archer draws the bow, as far as they can, using their
normal and proper stance, then holds at full draw for as
long as the stance stays correct. The archer will do this
three times for one set, and practice this routing for 3 to
5 sets 3 times per week. During these sessions the archer
should maintain drawing the bow further than their normal arrow length but maintaining the balance of extending and the direction of power, these training sessions
should be recorded on their normal training record card.

12.3.2 Training for the ability to aim at various points
around the target face.
Since it is difficult to predict the direction and intensity
of the wind, the archer should cultivate the ability to aim
their sight at all points around the target face with confidence. Also the archer can move their sight in, or out,
two, three or four turns, then “aim off ” so that the arrow
hits the centre of the target. In this way the archer receives
training by sighting in many directions and they do not
feel uneasy when the sight pin is not on the centre of the
target face, this also trains the archer to keep an accurate
direction of power. Even when it is not windy, sighting
and aiming at different locations around the target face
can be conducted.

12.3.3 Developing a sense of unity and direction of
extending when “aiming off ”.
At the time when sight aiming at various points around
the target is being conducted, and even if the archers
“group pattern” is in the centre of the target, the direction
of extending should be in a direct line to the location of
the “aimed off ” position on the target face. There should
be a sense of unity between the direction of extending
and this aiming point.

12.3.4 The relationship between “aiming off ” and the
follow through.
When the wind is blowing it is imperative that the archer
maintains the power line when extending. If the power
line is not maintained: the bow arm shakes and the sense
of direction of power can be lost. Consequently, the bow
arm will collapse at the time of the release and the archer tends to lose control of the bow arm. This undesired
movement can ruin the archers contest and the rhythm of
competition is destroyed. The movement of the bow arm
when the wind blows can be very lively. Archers should

maintain an accurate and continual sense of direction
during the sessions of normal training.

12.3.5 The adaptation of changing the extending
time.
In general, most archers tend wait while the wind is blowing and when there is a lull in the wind shoot quickly. This
is the most ideal method and well known by most archers.
But the reason why it is important to adapt to the wind,
and practice for this situation, is that the archer should be
prepared for the worst conditions at all times. If an archer
has only 10 seconds left on the clock and they still have
one arrow to shoot, there will be only one chance to set
up correctly and shoot it, there is no time for a second
chance. Even if there is no wind the archer should practice so that the balance and direction of extending cannot
be destroyed even if they intentionally lengthen their extending time. And conversely, the archer may well practice reducing the extending time during practice. During a team event, if archer number 1 or number 2 delays
their shooting this reduces the time the archers following
have to shoot their three arrows, and need to shoot quite
quickly, which maybe outside their normal shooting pattern. To prepare for this likelihood archers should conduct several training sessions of variable timing conditions in preparation for such occasions.

12.3.6 Maintaining the balance of extending.
During windy conditions the balance of extending varies quite a lot compared with shooting on calm days. The
reason for this is the movement of the body caused by the
wind lengthens the time of extending which in turn causes
the archer to struggle to hold the sight on the given aiming point. During this time archers should not conduct
the extending by artificial force i.e. using muscles that
should not be used to conduct the extending (biceps), or
by curling the fingers of the string hand to get the clicker
to activate. Even if the time of extending lengthens, archers should produce a mastery of the holding balance so
that a good shot is produced, if the holding balance is not
maintained the shot can be ruined.
If an archer feels or observes a change in the relationship of the height of the bow shoulder and that of the arrow, along with any movement from the present position
of the chest, they should seek help from their coach to
remedy the situation before any unwanted problems develop.
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12.3.7 Cultivating the ability to judge the wind characteristics.
When the wind is blowing during practice time, it is a common practice for archers to aim at the centre of the target
and then move their sight to compensate for the deviation
caused by the wind. This is not a good practice; at this time
it would be better for the archer to “aim off” while shooting to get the arrow to hit the centre of the target. During
a competition there is no time to practice sight aiming at
other points around the target, the archer’s judgement must
be accurate before shooting the arrow and the archer must
have confidence the arrow will fly to the centre of the target.
During normal practice times, the archer should be made
aware of the importance to cultivate the ability to judge how
much to “aim off” for differing wind strengths and conditions, and they should strive to cultivate this ability.

12.3.8 The observation and information gathering
about wind conditions of a sports ground before taking part in a competition.
Many archers and coaches are interested to gain information about the wind direction and intensity in the sports
ground where their next competition is to be held. A good
indication, when at the competition ground, is to see any
weather vanes or flags that may be fluttering in the vicinity, and to calculate their movement intensity and direction. Another indication of how the weather is affecting
arrow flight is to watch other archers’ arrow flight during
the practice time. A good coach will collect a lot of information from many people about the site before the competition begins. There are many differences, depending
upon the season and/or layout of the sports ground. For
some prestige competitions, such as the Olympic Games,
extra stands or structures are assembled. You may know
the ground, or even have competed there before, but these
new structures will have an effect on wind conditions
should it blow during the event. Sometimes the direction
of the wind changes; this will be most noticeable during
a seasonal change. With regard to a major competition,
such as the Olympics, the coach should observe the wind
and weather characteristics about one month before the
competition and choose a similar site on which to practice. During this practice time it is necessary to layout the
field in a direction so that the wind direction will be similar to the wind direction of the forthcoming major competition. Also during this practice, It is also necessary to
change the direction of shooting occasionally so that the
archer will be prepared should the wind change direction
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during the competition. The reason for this is that on occasions the wind may change direction quite suddenly. It
is wise to observe all items that can measure, or indicate,
wind direction or conditions and choose which gives the
most reliable information and refer to it.

12.3.9 What to practice during open practice time.
Determine the location of “aiming off ” from the centre of
the target classified by distance.
1. Measuring the intensity and direction of the wind
classified by time.
2. Observe the arrow flight of other archers and consider
any anomalies.
3. Check the operation of any weather vane or flags in
the vicinity.
4. Watch other archers to see if they shake or shiver as a
result of the wind.
5. Consult with fellow team members and coach about
the intensity of the wind.
6. Make comparisons between the weather conditions
at the auxiliary practice ground and sports competition ground.
7. Make an observation of the wind conditions of the
competition field that will be used for the finals, theses targets could be placed in the centre, or to the side,
of the field.
The archer should observe and react to the wind rather
than concentrating on arrow flight at the time of open
practice.

12.3.10 Reference to other archers’ arrow flight at a
competition.
When the wind is blowing it is good practice to refer to
other archers’ arrow flight. This can be very useful especially when the weather vane changes direction or the
fluttering of the flags changes intensity. It can also be very
useful during a team event, the archer who shoots first
should decide, after considering this information, how far
off centre they should aim so that the arrow lands in the
centre of the target. The other team members then watching this arrow flight and seeing where it landed in the
target can make calculations to benefit themselves when
they shoot. If an archer stands on the shooting line then
tries to calculate where to aim, their mind will introduce
many conflicts and their judgement ability becomes unclear. But conversely, if the archer has already calculated
where they should aim before they come to the shooting
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line and the wind changes in intensity or direction, it will
not be too difficult to calculate a new aiming location.

tion that has been thoroughly tested in windy conditions
in advance of the competition.

12.3.11 Advice from a fellow archer or the team
coach during practice times.

12.3.15 Selecting and tuning the equipment.

During normal practice times for team competition,
archers should not give advice to each other about where
to aim, even the coach should not give this advice. This
is because each archer’s equipment and power of shot
will be different and therefore aiming points will differ.
However, other archers or team members can pass on
valuable information i.e. the actual flight of their arrows.
If an archer watches the arrow flight of their colleagues,
calculations can be made to assist their decision on where
they, themselves, should aim.
This will be beneficial when taking part in team events
during competitions. This practice will develop a sense
of unity in aiming even though the thoughts are different, and it will reduce the conflict of judgement and the
rhythm of competition will not be destroyed.

12.3.12 Imagery training.
When the wind is blowing an arrow does not fly in a
straight line to the target, so an archer becomes considerably uneasy psychologically. Therefore it is good to practice imagery training by picturing in ones mind the view
of an arrow as it flies through the wind but still hits the
centre of the target.

12.3.13 Adaptation to a momentary change in the
direction of the wind.
If the archery training field is large enough and if it is safe
to do so, a good training aid is to have a target at each end
of the field. The archer shoots their arrows at one target
then collects them; they turn round and shoot their arrows back down the range to the other target. This will
have the effect of shooting in constantly changing wind
direction and conditions.

12.3.14 Choosing the right clothing for shooting in
the wind.
When choosing clothing for shooting in the wind, it is
important that no part of the clothing, i.e. the collar
or sleeves etc., hinders or affects the path of the string.
Sometimes the sound of the sleeves fluttering can have
an adverse effect on the archer’s concentration and cause
degradation in the quality of the shot. The archer should
prepare for the wind and choose a uniform for competi-

In windy conditions it is possible the position of sight
aiming and the selection of accessories will have an effect on the tuning of the equipment. The weight of the
arrow point, the fletching type and size, the form of the
arrow etc. are directly linked to good arrow flight and the
outcome of the archer’s performance. Also, the weight of
the bow and the selection of the stabiliser system have a
direct bearing when shooting in the wind and the archer
may need to consider the choice selected for any particular occasion. Especially, consideration should be given to
the compatibility and tuning of the plunger button, and
the direction of the wind, should be thoroughly checked
to ensure an efficient and smooth operation.

12.3.16 Preparation, straightening out, and practice
prior to, and after, a competition during windy
conditions.
When the wind blows the archer’s attention to the stance
becomes distracted. Therefore the archer should practice
and concentrate on their stance shortly before the competition begins. Also, after the competition is over the archer
should practice at a short distance the art of producing a
good stance. This is because they should be prepared for
the next competition. There are many situations where the
body forgets a “sense” very easily and comes accustomed
to a new and sometimes incorrect body position. There are
many and various methods of rectifying this situation and
may seem to be complicated, but archers should not think
of them as being complicated. With good training the archer can construct a habitual and reproducible action that is
quickly achievable if the time lapse between producing the
errors and formulating the correction is not too long.
During a competition many actions are made subconsciously. Many years ago we saw the case of an archer,
Jin Ho Kim (currently a professor at the College of Korean Physical Education) where although she was “aiming off ” we could observe that when the direction of the
wind changed her body movement and state of holding
changed. This was possible because of her strict training
routine, in all weather conditions. The most important
point is for the archer to practice in the wind, come to
respect it and not to be afraid of it, and to create a sense of
conviction that the wind will always help you.

